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Introduction

Despite football (soccer) being one of the fastest growing sports in the United States, viewership
and fandom in other sports such as American football and basketball continue to take precedent.
Within the Gen Z community, 19.6% have reported to engage with soccer/football whereas 37.4%
of Gen Zs say they engage with basketball (source: GWI, 2022). 

NinetyEight interviewed 8 Gen Zs from the United States and/or have lived in the United States for
the past 5 years on their World Cup take. Is sports viewership amongst Gen Zs diminishing? Are
global sports tied to a political agenda? What makes the World Cup memorable? Who’s winning?
Through our conversations, we unpack if the novelty of the World Cup is here to stay or, is FIFA
about to shamefully exit off the pitch?

For Pride, Honor, and Controversy

The honour of victory, but at what cost? 
Gen Zs unpack everything you need to know about this year’s World Cup.

The American sentiments towards the sport of football correlate
with its lack of World Cup viewership. In 2018, the World Cup
reached 3.5 billion viewers worldwide – nearly half of the world’s
population. American fans only contributed a tiny fraction of the
viewership with 17.2 million of the 3.5 billion and only 8.7% of
Gen Zs watched the tournament (Source: FIFA).

This year’s World Cup is far from pride and honor. With the 
build up of corruption and money laundering surrounding the 
FIFA organization over the last decade, the conversations 
around Qatar’s bid have been skeptical at best – almost like 
the obvious wrong answer in a multiple choice test. From the 
extreme heat, to the alleged human rights violations and failed 
promises to fans and sponsors, Qatar is far from having international 
supporters. 
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Part 1:

Gen Z's Sports

& World Cup

Sentiments
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Football (Soccer) isn’t the primary sport of the United

States, what piqued your interest? 

Kids across the US have interacted with football in some way shape or form. For some, it
was an opportunity to play the sport while bonding (ish) with their parents; “one year my
dad was the assistant coach of my soccer team… it was so awful!” (Ryan). On the flipside,
Gen Zs like Nico who don’t consider themselves as a “big sports guy” still love watching
football for the social aspect. 

Needless to say, whether you’ve attended one football camp, played on your varsity team,
or simply never played at all, football is an inclusive and inviting sport that evokes many
pleasant community-related memories for Gen Zs. In fact, most of the Gen Zs we spoke to
hardly play football anymore. Joe Nick and Ryan both stated that they play recreationally,
“but wish to play more frequently”. 

“From a young age football was
important to me, especially the
community aspect of it. My dad
played football and all my siblings
played as well growing up. We
bonded over the sport as a family
and it was always nice to get
excited over something about the
Netherlands.” - Lisanne

Is there a World Cup you have a

vivid memory of? 

Memories of the 2010 World Cup are mostly enthusiastic though. Some Gen Zs even
relish over their shared meals next to a generator and television in the woods while

camping so to as to never miss a moment of the global sporting phenomenon. Perhaps
these vivid memories come to mind first because most Gen Z’s were of age to really

remember major events of the 2010 World Cup, but nonetheless it shaped their
childhoods.

Nonetheless, the spirit of the game still lives on
with year round viewership of the English
Premier League, La Liga, Champions League
and MLS - though, significantly less popular
than the European league.

The 2010 World Cup lives rent-free in the minds of Gen Z. Shakira’s “Waka, Waka” as
the backdrop for the beloved South African-based tournament plays as a soundtrack to

memories of Iniesta’s winning goal for Spain. Whether you supported Spain or not at
the time, Gen Zs remember the emotional toll that goal had on themselves and their

families: “I was crying, my sister was crying, and so was my mom” (Lisanne). 
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The team Gen Z roots for has little to no connection to the country they are born in. As a
country of immigrants, most Gen Zs support the countries of their heritage or the ones their
parents were born in. In this way, the World Cup is more about a deeper connection to
one’s heritage and ethnic country than it is about national pride. Football has 
this familial and community energy that brings people together – but 
divides young Americans in terms of their support for the US team. 

Which team do you root for and why?

There is also a unique feeling amongst Gen Z sports fans
that roots for teams other than the US because they feel that
US teams are too dominant in other sports such as
basketball, baseball and American football. But, when it
comes to football, US teams, and men’s teams in particular,
are traditionally on the weaker side. This flaw in US sports
has created an opportunity for Americans of different
ethnicities or backgrounds to support other countries and
players they feel otherwise more connected to. 

Smaller countries’ recognition on a global stage means the
world to these multicultural Gen Zs: “this is the chance for
people to know my country” said Lisanne, a die-hard
supporter of her beloved Netherlands team. Not to mention

that international football fans are simply more passionate about football, 
ultimately creating a culture in the US surrounding the World Cup that lacks national pride. 

Of course, some Gen Zs have yelled their love for the 2022 US team from the rooftops, citing
their excitement about a new, young team with great potential. Ryan even bought a “real” US
jersey to wear in solidarity with his team. Will this new talent prove the haters wrong or fall short
of changing the way the world perceives American soccer and the way in which Americans
support their US team?

“As much as I’m an American citizen and I live here, I still identify a lot more
with my heritage and where I come from [Mexico]. Besides, the US

dominates in every other sport - why am I going to support them trying to
take over soccer?” 

- Nico
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What does it mean to be a sports fan? Is it possible to watch

a match without being a fan of any particular country? 

“You don’t have to be a big fan to be a fan of a team or a player. If you
enjoy the sport or how the game is played, you can be a fan” - Joe Nick

Does a sports fan have to be loyal to a certain team? Does a sports fan have to watch
every single game of the World Cup to claim their football-loving status? Gen Z seems to
think that “as long as you enjoy sports and enjoy watching it, you can be a fan. If you like
something, you can be a fan of it – it’s simple” (Joe Nick). 

Gen Zs don’t gatekeep and sports are not an exception. People watch football to be a part
of something bigger, you don’t need to be a diehard fan to enjoy watching a game. The
World Cup puts this love of the game on a global stage and makes that entertainment
even more accessible to smaller countries. 

Nico admits that being a sports fan comes with heartbreak and many ups and downs, but
an unconditional love and dedication to the game can grow from that hardship. A sports
fan is many things but ultimately it's a love for the art of the game that brings people
together.

How are you planning to watch the World Cup? What are

your game-day traditions? 

Whether American Gen Z’s know it or not, they’re kind of loners:
Most Gen Zs report that they are planning on watching the 2022

World Cup games alone. Whether they are busy with work, or just
don’t plan on watching many matches, Gen Zs are in it alone and

aren’t too concerned with the World Cup and its effect on their
daily routines…they aren’t even quite sure where to stream the

tournament!

David says that he’s not willing to watch a full 90 minute game and plans on catching the
highlights of the Mexican national team on YouTube post-match. Nico admits that he’ll
probably watch the games alone with a cup of coffee, but he loves it that way. Bottom

line: Gen Zs are busy with their gigs, or even finishing up their fall semester at college.
They’re excited about the World Cup and will support their home country’s teams, but it
won’t stop their momentum to achieve other things. Gen Z is busy and the World Cup is

just an addition to their day, not the center of it.

“I don't have any
specific game day
traditions but I’d like
to enjoy watching the
finals or other
important games
with friends.” -
Gregory 
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Is sports viewership with Gen Z declining?

Growing up with social media apps has made Gen Z masters in multitasking. But is it also
distracting them from the novelty that is a global sports tournament that only happens
every 4 years? Joe Nick explained that in his own experience, he feels that Gen Z feels
less connected to the World Cup because of their age: “most Gen Zs are only in their
early-mid 20’s so they might not remember many past World Cups and their greatness.”
But he also adds that he does feel distracted by Instagram and TikTok for example, which
disconnects him from live sports. 

In a shocking revelation, researchers found that “Gen Zers are half as likely as millennials
to watch live sports regularly and twice as likely to never watch” (Morning Consult, 2020).
So, sports viewership is definitely declining in this younger generation, but the excitement
and optimism surrounding the sports-loving community is still there, though it might be
more niche now. There still exist those Gen Z football-fanatics that will take the time to
watch their sport. Lisanne sums it up perfectly for other Gen Zs that can relate right now:
“When it’s World Cup time, I will hit you with my car.”

Gen Zs are not as engaged in sports as older generations because I believe,
interest in sports stems from a feeling of pride in a team that you’re rooting
for. I don’t think Gen Zs practice a lot of pride when it comes to where they
are from nor do we care to sit down and watch full games of things
anymore. - Rachael 
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Football is supposed to be the star player on the field… or so we
thought. However, other factors such as corruption speculations and
alleged human rights violations have taken the front page headlines
for Qatar's World Cup. But, there comes a point where we face the
music: the 2022 World Cup is being held in Qatar whether we like it or
not, or believe the build up to it was just and moral.

Fast forward to the World Cup itself, we grapple with controversies
that somehow have even more blurred lines. Qatar, a deeply
conservative Muslim country has rules against public consumption of
alcohol, strict laws against homosexuality and typically upholds a
relatively segregated culture between men and women. However,
since winning the World Cup bid, Qatari officials promised alcohol
sales at stadiums (with minimal alcohol advertising) as well as
providing a “safe” environment for LGBTQ+ players and fans. Just a
few days before the tournament kicked off, it was announced that no
alcohol will be sold at stadiums and Khalid Salman, a Qatar World
Cup ambassador told a German reporter that “homosexuality was
considered ‘damage in the mind’”. While we’ve seen inter-gender
mingling with women and children having a strong presence in the
stadiums, Qatar has failed its promise to its many alcohol sponsors
and has created an environment far from safe for the LGBTQ+
community. 

Players and fans have retaliated to the oppression of expression such
as vowing to wear a OneLove armband or having rainbow colours on
a jersey, or carrying a rainbow flag to the stadium, however any form
of outward LGBTQ+ support was banned by Qatari officials. 
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We are taught from a young age to respect the country or culture we
are visiting – that we are guests in someone else’s home. As a global
sports event that is hosted in various countries, in this case, Qatar, an
Islamic country:

 is it our responsibility to respect the rules and

climate of Qatar, or is it the host country (Qatar)’s

responsibility to conform to modern ideology (i.e.

popularization of alcohol & sports, acceptance of

homosexuality etc.)? 

"We need to respect religion and certain
customs, but it is on the host country [Qatar]
to know that they’ve welcomed
international guests to their home and it’s
always up to the host to make sure the
guests they’ve invited feel safe."
 - Lisanne 

“It’s tough…” 
“There’s no right answer” 
~ Big inhale, exhale, *sigh* ~ 

These were the reactions and responses of the Gen Zs we spoke to. The question at hand
deals with ethics, personal values and upbringing that feels bigger than some of us on an
individual level. It’s tricky, it’s complicated and simply a problem that will always result in one
side being unsatisfied. Some Gen Zs believed that it was the host country’s responsibility – “if
they want to host the World Cup, they have to ensure the safety of everyone including the
players, fans, and people of Qatar. How they do that, I’m not sure, but they have to have a
solution that takes into consideration different values” (Joe Nick). 

On the other hand, there were strong
opinions that it was up to guests and
teams to choose to “opt-out” if it didn’t
align with their values. Nico fully
understands that there is honor that
comes with representing your country on
a world stage, however players and
teams such as the US or England have
the ability to deny the invitation to
participate if it goes against what
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they stand for. “My inkling is that we should not ask the host country to change their
ideologies and traditions for the sake of visiting nations. Asking a country to change their
ideologies feeds into a colonization agenda of Westernization of Eastern countries.”



Somewhat on the fence, Ryan brings an interesting take that a lot of the governmental laws of
Qatar are not representative of people who actually live in Qatar. “When the rules aren’t
representative of the people who live in that nation, a global event like the World Cup is a
great time to magnify those differences and reconcile the rules that aren’t necessarily
designed or representative of the people''. 

A similar comparison can be made to the overturn of Roe v Wade here in the US earlier this
year. Though a relief to some, many Gen Zs are unhappy with the outcome of the Supreme
Court – protesting against it and feeling like their voices are not heard by the US government.
While Gen Zs recognize the many dimensions to address this issue, one thing everyone can
agree on is the safety of everyone is important. We’re here to celebrate the sport of football
and not drive political agendas and impose new laws. We want the focus to be on football
while ensuring everyone is safe. 

Do you think it’s fair for football lovers and fans to be

pressured into boycotting watching this World Cup due to

the controversies? Is it possible to be an advocate for human

rights, while still watching The World Cup this year?

"I have waited for my country to appear in the World Cup since
2014. If I, a 23 year old living in Los Angeles boycott the World

Cup… that won’t change the narrative or system” - Lisanne 

Everyone knows that Gen Zs are firm believers of voting with their dollars. We recognize that
by watching the World Cup, we are helping FIFA generate millions in revenue, however many
feel that in the grand scheme of things, boycotting the tournament doesn’t change the system.
World Cup viewership and dedication towards human rights advocacy should not be mutually
exclusive. David shares that, “it’s important to acknowledge the issues and not ignore them,
but everyone has the right to enjoy the sport at their own leisure.” 

With a similar sentiment, Lisanne feels that it’s, “noble to boycott the tournament but people
shouldn’t be looked down upon for supporting their teams” – after all, she is a super fan of the
Netherlands! Conversely, there are Gen Zs who feel the pressure – not necessarily from
society but more of an internal battle with their own moral compasses. Nico expressed his
dilemma of being fully aware of the many controversies but also consciously choosing to
engage in the tournament and left his final thoughts: “is there something wrong with
participating in something I think is inherently wrong?” 
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Maybe we’re just an optimistic or blissful generation, but Gen Zs seem to think that the future
is bright for sporting events like the World Cup. There’s nothing that 

compares to the moment when you realize the World Cup is ~here~ after 
waiting for 4 years. The anticipation for the next host country 

announcement, the next set of qualifying teams,
the predictions and banter around the potential future champion – 

the speculation remains a thrill. “I’m never going to 
not be excited,” says Lisanne. 

 
One of the reasons she feels the World Cup will retain 

its novelty is because football is so accessible and loved 
around the world. “Anyone can play. All you need is 

something round and two indicators of a goal to play.
Football brings the world together in a way that other

sports don’t.” Some Gen Zs on the other hand still believe 
in the hype but feel that social media may cause 

the wow factor to slowly fade away. Social media is a blessing 
and a curse – it’s how the modern world stays connected and 

converse about major events in real-time, but it’s also impacted
our attention span. 

 
Gen Z’s attention span is less than a goldfish and quite frankly, the next generation’s might be
worse. With social media, it’s easier to skip out on full length games and just watch highlights
and recaps on TikTok. Which, in a way, makes the World Cup more accessible and inviting to

newer fans, thus stirring up drama-filled conversation, but you can’t help but wonder the
FOMO someone would feel if they missed a match in a non-social media era. That feeling… it

can never be recreated. 

Do you feel like global sports tournaments like the World

Cup or The Olympics still hold as much significance today

as they did 100s of years ago when it was first created? Is

the novelty of a global event that takes place every 4 years

still there? 

"I really, really do. I think now more than ever, there's significance
because of social media and globalization. I think humans are
inherently competitive and those of us who like to identify with a
country find a great appeal in global events." - Rachael
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What are you most looking forward to during this

World Cup? 

Despite all the ‘red card’ moments leading up to the tournament, the World Cup is
happening, and our Gen Z fans could not be more invested. From buying team jerseys to
setting up a second monitor to watch while “working”, we’re taking every opportunity to soak
in what this year’s World Cup has to offer – from the curve balls, the missed penalties and
hat tricks. And by the looks of it, this World Cup has kept us on the edge of our seats… a
remedy to our lacking attention spans.

Many countries have outstanding young Gen Z talent
playing in their first World Cup. We’re all looking for the

next Beckham or Ronaldo to bring glory to their nations. 

New Talent

The Veterans

Some of the greatest stars in football history such as
Messi, Ronaldo, Modric, and Muller might be playing
in their last ever Cup. For many Gen Zs, it's nostalgia
at its core. The players we idolized as young kids and
followed as they reached their prime – it’s all coming
to an end.

Everyone’s got a favourite team and a team they
think realistically can win. If anything the group
stages has said about this tournament is that:

Anything. Is. Possible. We’re in it for the
rollercoaster of a journey and can’t wait to see

who will be crowned champions on December 18. The Fight 

for Victory

Bottom line, the excitement is uncontainable.
People are eager to witness:
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POST-GAME STATS
Favorite Teams:

Mexico 
Argentina 
United States 
Netherlands 

Favorite players:
Memphis Depay
Virgil Van Dijk
Lionel Messi
Heung-Min Son 

Where to get good game stats / highlights:

@houseofhighlights
@espnfc

@espnfc 
@willsonfut
@ohmygoal
@real_breezy

Is it football or soccer?

SOCCER
Who's gonna

win?

Brazil 
Germany 

Argentina 
Netherlands 

Best World Cup

song to date:
Shakira – Waka Waka
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Special thanks to all our Gen Z contributors: Lisanne (23, MO), Nico (26, CA), David
(21, CA), Joe Nick (22, CA), Ryan (24, CA), Gregory (24, CA)  Rachael (22, CT)

https://www.tiktok.com/@espnfc?_t=8Xq4QAq3KhC&_r=1
https://www.tiktok.com/@espnfc?_t=8Xq4QAq3KhC&_r=1
https://www.tiktok.com/@willsonfut?_t=8Xq4kDAHkpa&_r=1
https://www.tiktok.com/@ohmygoal?_t=8Xq4XUv959a&_r=1
https://www.tiktok.com/@ohmygoal?_t=8Xq4XUv959a&_r=1

